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Figure 1 shows a vertical sectional view of the
This invention relates to a method and ap upper
portion of the float chambershowing the
paratus for producing liquid from Wells.
An object of the invention is to provide novel valves and the valve operating mechanism.
Figure 2 shows a vertical sectional view of an
apparatus whereby liquid in a well may be de
livered from the well to the ground surface intermediate portion thereof showing the dash
through the agency of an operating fluid, under pot.
Figure 3 shows a vertical sectional view of the
preSSure.
Another object is to provide apparatus of this lower end of the float chambel showing the in
character of such construction that the liquid flow line beneath and the packer between said 10
10 to be recovered from the producing formation inflow line and the casing.
may be trapped, or Separated, from the cognate Figure 4 shows a vertical sectional view of the
liquid, in Successive loads or quantities and an upper portion of the float chamber taken at right
operating fluid, under pressure, applied to said angles to that shown in Figure 1.
Figure 5 shows a vertical sectional view of an
trapped, or Separated, quantities, or loads to ex
pel them successively from the well; an import intermediate portion thereof taken at right angles 5
ant feature of the invention resides in the novel to the view shown in Figure 2 and showing the
means for restraining, Or cutting off, the Oper dash pot in elevation,
Figure 6 shows a cross sectional view taken on
ating fluid, so that the same will be expended
Only while actually expelling a load of liquid the line 6-6 of Figure 4.
Figure 7 shows a cross sectional view taken. On 20
20 from the Well.
the
line-7 of Figure 4.
Another object is to provide an apparatus for
Figure 8 shows a cross sectional view taken
delivering the liquid from a Well by the use of
an operating fluid, under pressure and whereby On the line 8-8 of Figure 5.
Figure 9 shows a fragmentary elevational view
the pressure of the operating fluid will at all
times be excluded from the producing formation of a modified form of eduction tube equipped 25
of the well. Another object is to provide appara With float controlled inlet valves which in SOme
tus of the character described of such construc instances may be employed,
tion that the application of the operating fluid Figure 10 shows an enlarged fragmentary ele
vation view partly in section of a section of said
will be automatically controlled.
M
30
Another object is to provide apparatus for en eduction tube.
30
trapping inads of liquid, successively, from the Figure 11 shows an elevational view of a section
Cognate ..? Jid in the producing formation in a of said tube partly in section taken at right an
V
well,
expelling said entrapped loads from gles to the view shown in Figure 10,
Figure 12 shows a transverse sectional view
the Well by the Successive application of an Oper
35
ating fluid, under pressure, thereto said appara taken on the line 2-2 of Figure 11, and
tus having means controlled by the entrapped Figure 13 shows an elevational view of the COm
liquid and controlling said application of the plete apparatus in a well, showing the casing in
Section.
operating fluid.
Another object is to provide novel means for In the drawings the numeral designates the 40
40 lowering, or reducing, the head pressure in case well casing which is set at the desired depth in
the normal level of the liquid in the well is above the well above the producing formation. There
a predetermined level relative to the apparatus. is an inflow pipe 2 whose lower end extends
The invention also comprehends a novel meth down the required distance into the liquid to be
lifted and a suitable packer 3 is set between the
od of producing liquid from a well.
The apparatus and method relate chiefly to casing and the inflow pipe 2 adjacent the upper 45
the production of oil from wells but the same are end of the latter. Above the packer 3 there is a
applicable for use generally for delivering liquid suitable housing 4 within which there is the float
chamber 5. The lower end of the housing 4
of any character from Wells.
With the above and other objects in view this may be connected to the upper end of the inflow 50
invention has particular relation to certain novel pipe 2, said connection being preferably made by
features of construction, operation and arrange a reducing nipple 6 which is screwed into the
ment of parts, and to a novel method, an ex lower end of the housing 4 and into which the
end of the inflow pipe may be threaded,
ample of which is described in this specification upper
and illustrated in the accompanying drawings, and leading upwardly from said inflow pipe
through said nipple 6 there may be One or more
55 Wherein:-
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inflow ducts 7 through which the liquid-from be prises a cylinder 38 closed at its lower end by
neath may flow up into the float chamber. These

ducts may be controlled by the upwardly open
ing valve 8, which is mounted to slide vertically
on a valve rod 9 which is attached to the nipple

the head 39 and at its upper end by the head
40 and a stem 4 has a pivotal connection to the

lower end of the float 34 and works through a

Suitable stuffing box 42 in the head 40. Work

6 and whose upper end has the retaining head fo ing in the cylinder 38 there is a skeleton plunger

thereon.

43 to which the inner end of the stem 4 is at
Attached to the upper end of the housing 4, tached,
Said plunger having fluid passageways

10

and closing the same there is a head and lead
ing upwardly from this head to the ground Sur
face there is the eduction tube 2 which continues
"on down into and through the chamber 5 and
whose lower end terminates above, but adjacent
the lower end of said float chamber. The por
tion of the eduction tubing 2 within the cham
ber is offset and located adjacent one side of said

therethrough which are normally closed by the
downwardly opening valve 44 which is slidably

coil spring 46 surrounding said rod and whose

lower end is seated on the head 47 on the lower
end of the rod and whose upper end presses
against the valve 44 and normally holds said
chamber as shown in Figures 4 to 8 inclusive and
closed. The valve 44 has a leak port 48
there is an offset bore f3 through the head if valve
therethrough for a purpose to be hereafter
which connects that portion of the eduction tube stated.
20 2 beneath the head if with that portion thereof
In use the apparatus is lowered into a pro
above said head.
ducing well to the required distance beneath the
The head if has the inlet passageway 4 there liquid level so that the liquid in the well will rise
through whose upper end is formed into a valve and enter the chamber 5, as the liquid is expelled
seat 5 which is controlled by the upwardly open
as hereinafter stated.
25 ing valve 6 which is attached to the upper end therefrom,
An operating fluid such as gas or air is intro
of the stem 7. This stem works through the duced into the casing through the pressure line
passageway 4 and extends down into the float 49 and said operating fluid is maintained under
chamber. The head also has the relief pas pressure in said casing. The liquid rising through
15

10

mounted on the rod 45. This rod is attached to
and depends from the plunger 43 and there is a

20

sageway 8 which connects the bore f3 with the the pipe 2 will lift the valve 8 and enter the float

30 chamber 5 and whose inner or lower end is flared

5 and the float 34 will be lifted, carry
forming a Seat f 9 which is controlled by the in chamber
ing the yoke 22 upwardly with it, placing the
Wardly opening valve 20 which is attached to the Spring 24 under compression and the valve ac
uper end of the jointed stem 2 located within tuator 26 will eventually strike the shoulder 25
the chamber 5. The lower ends of the stems and thereupon the valve 6 will be lifted from
35 7, 2 work loosely through bearings in the cor its seat, Overcoming the pressure of the operating
responding ends of the cross yoke 22 and are fluid against Said valve and seating said valve

30

35

retained therein by means of the adjusting nuts in the recesses 34 thus admitting the operating
23, 23 which are screwed onto the outwardly fluid under pressure in the chamber 5. The cur
threaded lower ends of said valve stems. Around rent of the operating fluid entering said chann
40 the stem 7 there is a coil spring 24 whose lower
will strike against the fins 3 and will actu
end is seated on the yoke 22 and whose upper ber
ate the lever 28 which in turn will operate to
end rests against an external shoulder 25 on the close the valve 20. Thereupon the pressure of
stem 7. This stem may be composed of sections the operating fluid against the liquid in the cham
Screwed together as shown in Figure 1 if desired. ber 5 will drive said liquid into and through the
45 Located within the lower end of the spring 24 eduction tube 2, to the ground surface, where the
and fitted around the stem 7 and upstanding liquid will be discharged through a suitable dis 45
from the yoke 22 there is the valve actuator 26 charge line 50 provided for the purpose.
provided for a purpose to be hereinafter stated. As the liquid is expelled from the chamber 5
Depending from the head
there is a lug the float 34 will descend but it is necessary that
50 27 and a transverse valve actuating lever 28 is the descent of the float be retarded so that the
pivotally mounted on said lug. . This lever has valve 6 will not be prematurely closed and the
a bearing 29 to receive said lug and the lever Operating fluid cut off from the chamber 5 before
is retained in place by a suitable cross pin 30 the load of liquid has been expelled to the ground
extending through the lever and lug as shown in Surface and for this purpose the dash pot here
55 Figures 1, 4 and 6. One end of the lever 28 is inbefore mentioned has been provided. The cyl
provided with the spaced fins 3, 3 between inder 38 of the dash pot is filled with liquid, pref 55
which the stem f extends and the opposite end erably a light oil, and as the float 34 ascends, the
of Said lever has a bearing 32 through which the valve 44 will open so that the ascent of the float
stem 2 fits loosely.
will not be retarded but as the float 34 descends,
60
The head f f has a lateral shield 33 secured the valve 44 will remain closed and the liquid
thereto above the valve 6 and whose underside beneath said valve will pass through the restrict
is provided with a recess 34 aligned above and ed port 48 into the cylinder 38 above said valve
shaped to snugly receive the valve 6 when the thus retarding the descent of the float. After
latter is open.

85

Within the float chamber 5 there is a suitable

the liquid has been expelled from the chamber

5the float will accordingly descend gradually and

float 34 of the required buoyancy and this float the valve 6 will be held open by the spring 24 to

is suspended from the yoke 22 by any suitable permit the continued application of the operat
means provided for the purpose, the tubing 35 ing fluid until the load is discharged from the tube
being shown for this purpose. One side of the 2 and at which time the yoke 22 strikes the nut
70 float 34 is longitudinally corrugated as at 36 to 23, carried by the lower end of the stem 7, and
provide space for the eduction tube 2, said tube thereupon the valve 6 will be suddenly closed and
forming also a guide for the float.
the Same time the yoke 22 will also strike the
Beneath the float the eduction tube 2 has a at
nut
23 carried by the stem 2 and the valve 2
laterally extending bracket 37 on which a dash will be
opened. It will be noted that while the
5 potis supported and secured. This dashpotcom valve f6 is open it will be seated in the recess 34
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mit the application of said operating fluid to
3. The combination with a casing in a well, of said
entrapped liquid whereby said liquid will

5

a housing in the casing having a float cham
ber therein and having an inlet into said cham
ber from the well beneath for the inlet of liquid
from the Well, an inwardly opening valve Con

be expelled from the well, through said tube,
means arranged to be actuated by said operat
ing fluid, as so applied, and effective to close said

trolling said inlet, an eduction tube leading from relief valve, said float being effective by its
said chamber up through said casing, means gravity movement to close said inlet valve and
closing the upper end of the casing, means clos open said relief valve.

O

ing the casing beneath said housing, means for 7. Apparatus for producing liquid from a well
maintaining an operating fluid under pressure including liquid entrapping means having a float
in said casing between said upper and lower clos chamber in which loads of liquid may be succes
ing means, a float in said chamber arranged to sively entrapped from the cognate fluid in the
be moved in one direction by said liquid, means well, said chamber having an inlet for an Operat
whereby the rate of the movement of the float, ing fluid and a relief outlet, an eduction tube lead
in the other direction, may be predetermined, ing from said chamber, means for supplying said
said chamber having passageways for fluid, one operating fluid into the well, an inlet valve con

10

5

into said eduction tube and one into the casing, trolling said inlet and a relief valve controlling
valves for controlling said passageways and said outlet, a float in said chamber operatively
means connecting said valves with Said float connected with said valves and arranged to be

whereby said valves may be actuated simultane actuated by the entrapped liquid in said chamber
ously, one into open position and the other into to open said inlet valve to permit the application
closed position, in accordance with the movement of said operating fluid to said entrapped liquid
of said float.
w
whereby said liquid will be expelled from the well,

25
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4. The combination with a casing in a well, through said tube, means arranged to be actuated
of a housing in the casing having a float cham by said operating fluid, as so applied, and effective
ber therein, said chamber having an inlet open to close said relief valve, said float being effective
ing from the well beneath and an inlet passage by its gravity movement to close said inlet Valve
way from the casing, means closing the casing and open said relief valve, and means for retard
between said inlet and passageway, means clos ing the gravity movement of said float.
ing the upper end of the casing, means for in 8. In apparatus of the character described hav
troducing an operating fluid into the casing be ing a float chamber provided with an inlet for
tween said closing means, an inwardly opening operating fluid and a relief outlet, a valve control
valve controlling said inlet, an eductor tube lead ling said inlet, a valve controlling said outlet, a
ing from said chamber up through Said casing, float in said chamber, valve controlled means for
said chamber having a relief passageway lead admitting liquid to said chamber to actuate said
ing into said eductor tube, valves arranged to float, operative connections between said float
control said passageways, a float in said cham and valves whereby the inlet valve is closed and
ber operatively connected with the valves and ef the relief valve is opened by the gravity movement
fective to simultaneously cause the valves to Op of the float and whereby the inlet valve is opened,
erate to open said relief passageway and close to admit an operating fluid into said chamber,
the inlet passageway upon the descent of Said upon the liquid actuation of the float, and means
float and means for timing the descent of the arranged to be actuated by the operating fluid en
float.
tering said chamber and effective to close said re
5. Apparatus for producing liquid from a well lief V8Ve.
including a float chamber having an inlet for the 9. Apparatus for producing liquid from a Well
liquid, a valve permitting the inflow of separate including liquid entrapping means having a float
loads of liquid into said chamber through said chamber in which loads of liquid may be succes
inlet but preventing the back flow of said liquid sively trapped from the cognate fluid in the well,
through said inlet, a discharge conduit leading said chamber having an inlet for an Operating
from said chamber, means for Supplying an Op fluid and a relief outlet, an eduction tube leading
erating fluid, under pressure, into the well, means from the said chamber, means for Supplying said
including a float in said chamber for alternately operating fluid into the well, an inlet valve Con
restraining the application of said fluid while the trolling said inlet and a relief valve controlling

liquid is entering the chamber and for applying said outlet, a float in said chamber operatively
said operating fluid to the load of liquid after it connected with said valves and arranged to be
has entered said chamber to completely expel actuated by the entrapped liquid in Said chamber
said load, from said chamber and from said to open said inlet valve to permit the application
conduit, before the admission of another load, of said operating fluid to an entrapped load where
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said chamber having a relief outlet into said Con by said load will be expelled from the well through
duit and a valve arranged to close said outlet said tube, means for closing the relief valve, said 60
upon said application of said fluid and to be float being effective by its gravity movement to
opened by the float.
close the inlet valve and open the relief valve and
6. Apparatus for producing liquid from a well means for retarding the gravity movement of the
including liquid entrapping means having a float float to maintain the inlet valve open to elevate
chamber in which loads of liquid may be Suc one load a predetermined distance above the 65
cessively entrapped from the cognate liquid in chamber before the inlet valve is closed.
the well, said chamber having an inlet for an 10. Apparatus for producing liquid from a well,

operating fluid and a relief outlet, an eduction
ply said operating fluid into the well, an inlet
valve controlling said inlet and a relief valve
controlling said outlet, a float in said chamber

including liquid entrapping means shaped to be

tube leading from said chamber, means for sup lowered into the Well and having a chamber in

75

20

which loads of liquid may be successively en
trapped from the cognate liquid in the well, said

chamber having an inlet for an operating fluid and

operatively connected with said valves and ar a relief outlet, an eduction tube leading from said
ranged to be actuated by the entrapped liquid chamber, means for supplying said operating fluid

in said chamber to open said inlet valve to per into the well, an inlet valve controlling said inlet,
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and a relief valve controlling said outlet, a floatin in a chamber located in the well, said chamber

said chamber arranged to be actuated by the en
trapped liquid in the chamber, operative connec
tions between the float and inlet valve through
which the inlet valve may be caused to open upon
such actuation of the float to permit the applica
tion of Said operating fluid to said entrapped lid
uid whereby Said entrapped liquid will be expelled
from the well through said tube, means for closing
10 the relief valve upon the opening of the inlet
valve, said float being effective by its gravity move
ment to cause the closing of the inlet valve and
opening of the relief valve and means unaffected

having a discharge conduit leading from the well,
applying and operating fluid under pressure to the

load upon the entrapping thereof and continuing
such application continuously until the load is
completely discharged from said chambei and
elevated a predetermined distance along the con

duit, relieving the pressure of the operating fluid

in said chamber after said load has been so dis

charged and elevated so as to ind, 1: he inflow of

()

another load from the Well into said chamber, en

trapping said other load in Said chamber, Com
municating the chamber with said conduit While
by the entrapped liquid for retarding the gravity the load is being entrapped in the chamber.
13. Apparatus for producing liquid from a Well,
15 movement of the float.
11. The method of producing liquid from a well, which includes a collector, means for Successively
which consists in Successively entrapping loads of entrapping loads of liquid in said collector, an
the liquid in a chamber located in the Well, said outlet conduit leading out from said collector,
chamber having a discharge conduit leading from means for supplying an Operating fluid, under
20 the Well, applying an operating fluid under pres pressure, into the well, means for applying said
sure successively to the loads as they are entrapped operating fluid successively into the collector to
and thereby elevating the liquid in separate iso completely expel the collected loads, upon collec
lated loads through said conduit, and discharg tion thereof, in succession, from the collector into
ing the liquid in separate isolated loads from the said conduit and for continuing each application
25 well, continuing the application of the operating of said operating fluid for a predetermined length
fluid into said chamber for a time after the dis of time after each Such expulsion of each succes

charge of each load from the chamber and com sive load and means for communicating the col
municating Said chamber with the conduit While lector with said conduit While a load is bein en

the next Succeeding load is being entrapped.
30

12. The method of producing liquid from a well

Which consists in entrapping a load of the liquid

trapped.

JEDDY D. NIXON.
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